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Theorem. R is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity if and

only if R is a subring of the ring of all rXr matrices, for some r, over a

division ring D finite dimensional over its center, and R has a two-sided

ring of quotients which is all of the matrix ring. (For this result when R

has no zero divisors, see [l]).

Proof. Sufficiency is easy and omitted. We recall that B is a two-

sided quotient ring of its subring A if every element of B can be

written ab~l, a, bÇzA, and also c~xd, c,d(E.A, and if every element of B

not a left (right) zero divisor has a right (left) inverse in B. B is

unique given A if it exists.

To prove necessity we invoke Goldie's Theorem (2) : Let R be a

prime ring satisfying (1/), (Ir), (21), (2r). Then R has an mXm

matrix ring over a division ring as its full ring of quotients. Here

(1/) is: every direct sum of nonzero left ideals of R has a finite number

of terms. (2/) is: the ascending chain condition holds for the anni-

hilator left ideals of R. (Ir) and (2r) are analogous.

We will prove that if R is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial

identity, then R satisfies (11) and (21). The conditions for right ideals

will follow similarly. Let 2^a"x'0) ' ' ' xT(„)=0, a»-G G the centroid

of R, ir a permutation of 1, 2, • • • , «, be a homogeneous multilinear

identity for R. We will show that the length of a direct sum of non-

zero left ideals is at most w —1. First let I,-, l^j^n, be left ideals

invariant under the centroid of R, and let Ii® ■ ■ ■ ®In be direct.

Let XjÇilj. Then all terms in the identity whose rightmost factor is

Xi, say, must add up to zero by directness and the fact that the I¡

are invariant under the centroid. Here X! was so numbered that at

least one nonzero coefficient occurs. Since R is prime, Ii has no left

annihilator, that is, we can now cancel xi from this identity. Continu-

ing in this fashion, renumbering if necessary, we find 7„ = 0. If /,- are

not invariant under the centroid C, the CI¡ are, and CT ® ■ ■ ■ ® CIn

is still direct. For if ^2"-i Cji]=0, CjGG ijEilj, 1 =j = n, then VGP,
2^-i (rCj)i)*=0. But rCj-ijÇzIj, l íkjlkn, so each rcji3=0. Since R has

no absolute right divisors of zero, c¡ij = Q, 1 gj'^«.

To prove that R satisfies the ascending chain condition for left

annihilator ideals,  suppose T%I2% • • ■ ÇLPn are left annihilator
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ideals where we may suppose I¡ is the total left annihilator of a right

ideal Kj and Py^Py-i, 2^/gn. Let k (are) be the first integer such

that 3{|8T}G0 not all zero with EßÄr(i) • ■ • ir(k)=0 whenever

ijÇilj, 1 ̂ jSk, the sum extended over all permutations of 1, 2, ■ • ■ , k,

and such that ßr^O when ir is the identity permutation. Multiply

this identity on the right by Pt-i. E' 0»*rCB ' • " ¿«¿»Ä-i**)
where E' *s taken over those ir with ir(k)=k. In other words

/Jiwiwm ■ ■ • i*(k-i)ikKk-i = 0, the sum extended over all permuta-

tions of i, 2, - • • , k — 1, V4GP. Or EftrMi) - - - ¿r<*-i>i*P*-i = 0,
y/ijÇzIj, lsáj=sk—í. Now pP/fc-i is a two-sided ideal, and, by as-

sumption, not zero. So by primeness, Eft-Mu • • ■ **<*-d = 0, which

contradicts the minimality of k. So the assumption that Itlt-ir^O

must be retracted, Ik-i = Ik and not J*_iÇ£/*.

To prove that the quotient ring Q of P is a matrix ring over a

finite-dimensional division ring, it suffices to prove that Q satisfies a

polynomial identity. (Actually Q satisfies the same identity as we

shall see.) R satisfies a standard identity E sSn T*»a) ■ ■ •xr(2p)=0

where sgn ir is +1 or —1 according as ir is even or odd; in fact R,

having no nilpotent ideals, is a subring of a direct sum of pXp

matrix rings over fields [3, p. 227, Theorem 2]. We wish to prove

E sgn irxrméÇ(Q ■ ■ • x„{2j,)d~12v) = 0 for all x<, ¿¡GJ?, d¡ regular in P,

l£i£2p. But resorting to the very definition of rings of quotients

[4, p. 118], we can write the condition that the standard identity of

degree 2p be satisfied in a form not involving inverses at all by re-

sorting to the definition of addition and multiplication in Q. The

condition is of the form that if a certain (large) set of auxiliary ele-

ments of R satisfy one set of equations involving the x¿ and dit and

not their inverses, (namely, the set of equations which describes when

uv~1, u, vÇzR involving the x,-, d< and auxiliary elements, is

E sgn 7rx,r(i)¿~(Í) • • • x^(2p)d~^,,) in Q), then they satisfy another

equation, namely, u = 0. For pXp matrices over fields, we know that

whenever the first set of equations is satisfied by auxiliary elements,

the second equation is satisfied, since pXp matrices satisfy the stand-

ard identity of degree 2p. That is, the second equation is satisfied if

the di were invertible in the matrix ring. (Our ¿t- in R may not be

invertible in each matrix summand in which P is embedded, where

invertible means invertible as a matrix and not as an element of P.)

We wish to show that the second equation is satisfied even if the di

are not invertible matrices. Let the coefficients in the 2p pXp ma-

trices di be 2p independent transcendentals {yy}. In particular, each

di is invertible. We may keep the xt- fixed at their given values. To

say that w = 0 is satisfied whenever the other set of equations is
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satisfied says that the set of zeros of the p2 polynomials \fa ] obtained

from m = 0 in the indeterminates {wj} (corresponding to the coeffi-

cients of the matrices of each auxiliary variable) contains the set of

zeros of the other set of polynomials {gß} (obtained from the set of

equations defining u). By Hubert's Nullstellensatz, for some integer q

which we may take to be the same for every a, fd= 22rß,aga, all a,

where the rß,a are also polynomials in the {us}■ Now these poly-

nomials involve the \yy} as parameters. Let {/„}, {fß,a}, {gß\ be

the corresponding polynomials when the \yy] are specialized to \wy]

say, where the {wy} arise from a set {dt} of not necessarily in vertible

matrices. Then/*= ¿2*ß.<>iß- But this means that all/„ are zero if all

gß are zero. Referring to the meeting of j/a}, {gß}, we conclude that

whenever the first set of equations is satisfied by elements of a pXp

matrix algebra, then so is the second, as promised. R is a subring of

a direct sum of pXp matrix rings over fields, so the conclusion of

the preceding sentence holds for R also. And in case the {d,} are

now (ring) invertible elements of R, we can reverse the process and

conclude that Q satisfies the standard identity of degree 2p. Thus the

theorem is proved.

To prove that Q satisfies the original multilinear homogeneous

equation that R satisfied, consider Pi, which is R written with coeffi-

cients from the center F of Q. Pi is prime, since Pi has Casa two-

sided ring of quotients. Pi is finite dimensional over F since Q is.

Then Pi is a finite dimensional simple algebra and hence is its own

ring of quotients. So Pi = Q. But Pi satisfies the original identity and

therefore Q does.

Corollary. Let A be an algebra satisfying a polynomial identity

over its field and such that every element of A is a sum of nilpotent ele-

ments. Then A is nil.

Proof. We show A has no prime quotients, thus proving A is its

own lower nil radical. We remark that a prime ideal, in fact any ideal

modulo which there are no nilpotent ideals, is an algebra ideal, so

that a prime quotient R of A is also a polynomial identity algebra

in which every element is a sum of nilpotents. But by the last part

of the theorem, (Pi = Ç), the quotient matrix algebra Q of A also

has this property, and the following known argument completes the

proof. Q is a total matrix algebra over a division algebra D finite

dimensional over its center F. Let A be a splitting field for D over F

so that Qi = Q®fK is a total matrix algebra over K. Note that in

Qi, every element is still a sum of nilpotent elements, so that every

element of G has trace zero. And yet the matrix with a 1 in the (1, 1)
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position and zeros elsewhere does not have trace zero. Thus the corol-

lary is proven.

We remark that the corollary is true for rings with identities with

one term having + 1 as coefficient, but is false for arbitrary polynomial

identity rings. For Harris [5] has produced a total 2X2 matrix ring

over a division ring which we may take to be of characteristic 2 in

which every element is a sum of nilpotent elements. The direct sum

of this with a trivial algebra of characteristic 0 satisfies 2xiX2 = 0 but

is not nil.
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